
 

LEGAL NOTICE - INNOVA HOME 
The present LSSI-CE Compliance documentation has been prepared under 
the responsibility of TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA, which is responsible 
for the veracity and accuracy of the information provided for the 
preparation of the Documentation.



Aviso Legal 
In compliance with Law 34/2002, of July 11, on services of the 
information society and electronic commerce (LSSI), we inform you that:

TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA (hereinafter INNOVA HOME)

His CIF is 72682170P and his address is C / PIZARRO 40 BAJO 1 
CORRALEJO 35660 (LAS PALMAS).

It is registered in the Mercantile Registry of Corralejo to volume 1180, 
lirbo 478, folio 40, property number 24,339, registration 10o

Contact information: Telephone: 699864453E-mail: 
info@innovahomefue.com 

General conditions of use of the INNOVA 
HOME website 
The domain name www.innovahomefue.co.uk is owned by and its 
exclusive use is reserved to it.

The official website of www.innovahomefue.co.uk aims to provide the 
public, in general, with knowledge of the activities carried out by this 
Organization and the products and services it provides in the field of 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY.

The use of this website implies the express and full acceptance of the 
conditions set forth herein, without prejudice to any particular conditions 
that may apply to some of the specific products or services offered through 
the website.

INNOVA HOME reserves the right to make, at any time and without prior 
notice, modifications and updates of the information contained on its 
website or in the configuration and presentation of this.

In order to keep the information published on the portal updated, the 
contents thereof may be modified, corrected, deleted

http://www.innovahomefue.co.uk
http://www.innovahomefue.co.uk


 The domain name www.innovahomefue.co.uk is owned by and its 
exclusive use is reserved to it.

or added at any time, so it will be convenient to check the validity or 
accuracy of them by going to official sources.

Intellectual property, industrial and frames 
All the elements that make up the website, as well as its structure, design, 
source code, as well as the logos, brands and other distinctive signs that 
appear on it, are property of INNOVA HOME or its collaborators and are 
protected by the corresponding ones rights of

   

intellectual and industrial property.

Likewise, the images and other graphic elements contained in the portals 
are protected by the corresponding intellectual and industrial property 
rights.

INNOVA HOME expressly prohibits the realization of "framings" or the 
use by third parties of any other mechanisms that alter the design, original 
configuration or contents of our portals.

The use of the contents must respect their particular licensing. Therefore, 
its use, reproduction, distribution, public communication, transformation 
or any other similar or analogous activity is totally forbidden unless prior 
and express authorization from INNOVA HOME.

With regard to news, products and third-party quotations that may appear 
on the Website, INNOVA HOME recognizes the rights of industrial and 
intellectual property in favor of its owners, not implying its mere mention 
or appearance on the Web the existence of rights or any responsibility over 
them, nor support, sponsorship or recommendation.

INNOVA HOME declares its respect for the intellectual and industrial 
property rights of third parties; therefore, if you consider that our portals 
may be violating your rights, please contact INNOVA HOME.



Responsibility 
INNOVA HOME does not guarantee the absence of errors in the access to 
the Web, in its content, or that it is updated, although INNOVA HOME 
will develop its best efforts to, in its case, avoid, correct or update them.

Both the access to the INNOVA HOME portals and the use that may be 
made of the information contained therein is the sole responsibility of the 
person who carries it out.

INNOVA HOME is not liable for possible security errors that may occur or 
for any damage that may be caused to the User's computer system 
(hardware and software), the files or documents stored in it, as a 
consequence of the presence of virus in the User's computer used for the 
connection to the services and contents of the Web, a malfunction of the 
browser or the use of non-updated versions thereof.

INNOVA HOME is not responsible for the information and stored content, 
by way of example but not limited to forums, chats, blogs, comments, 
social networks or any other means that allows third parties to publish 
content independently on the INNOVA website HOME.

However, and in compliance with the provisions of the LSSI, INNOVA 
HOME is made available to all users, authorities and security forces, and 
actively collaborating in the removal or, where appropriate, blocking of all 
content that could affect or contravene national or international legislation, 
third-party rights or morality and public order. In case the user considers 
that there is any content on the website that could be susceptible to this 
classification, please contact INNOVA HOME.

Links o hyperlinks 
The Web may contain links to content that leads to third-party Web 
content. The purpose of these links is only to facilitate the search of the 
resources that may interest you through the Internet. However, these pages 
do not belong to INNOVA HOME, nor do they review their contents and, 
therefore, INNOVA HOME does not assume any responsibility for the 
content, information or services that may appear on these sites, which will 
be exclusively informative and that in no case do they imply any 



relationship between INNOVA HOME and the persons or entities holding 
such content or owners of the sites where they are located. INNOVA 
HOME can not be held responsible for the operation of the linked page or 
the possible damages that may arise from the access or use of it.

The links to the INNOVA HOME website must respect the following 
conditions:

1. The establishment of the link will not imply per se any type of 
agreement, contract, sponsorship or recommendation by INNOVA HOME 
of the page that makes the link.

2. The web page on which the hyperlink is established will not contain 
information with content that is illegal, discriminatory, contrary to 
commonly accepted ethical principles or violates public order, nor will it 
contain contents that are contrary to any rights of third parties. .

3. INNOVA HOME may request that a link to its website be removed, 
without the need to claim any cause. In this case, the page that made the 
link should proceed to its immediate deletion, as soon as it receives the 
INNOVA HOME notification.

4. Is not responsible in any way or guarantees the quality, accuracy, 
reliability, correctness or morality of content or services that the 
establishment of the hyperlink can offer. The user assumes under his / her 
own responsibility the consequences, damages or actions that may arise 
from accessing the hyperlink's website.

Personal data protection 
INNOVA HOME is deeply committed to complying with the regulations 
for the protection of personal data, and guarantees full compliance with the 
obligations laid down, as well as the implementation of appropriate 
security measures to guarantee a level of security appropriate to the risk.

INNOVA HOME makes its Privacy Policy available to users, and offers 
extended information on treatments:



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION- RENT AND 
LEASE
Who is responsible for the processing of your data?
Identity: TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA - 72682170P

Dir. Postal: CALLE PIZARRO 40 bajo 1, 35660 CORRALEJO 
PALMAS, LAS

Phone: 699864453
Email: info@innovahomefue.com

For what purpose do we treat your personal data?
At TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA we treat the information provided by our 
groups of interest for the following treatments:
Data processing Purpose of the treatment Data conservation term

RENTS AND 
SALES

➢ CUSTOMER, 
ACCOUNTING, FISCAL 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT

No automated decisions will 
be made based on that profile.

The personal data 
processed will be kept in 
any case as long as they 
are necessary for the 
purpose of the treatment, 
and will be deleted at the 
request of the interested 
party, or once the 
treatment is finished 
without prejudice to its 
conservation by the 
deadlines established to 
meet possible 
responsibilities.

What is the legitimacy for the treatment of them?
The legal bases for the treatment of personal data in TORRENS VALERO, 
SILVIA are the following:
Data processing Legitimation treatment

RENTS AND 
SALES

Execution of the Contract: PURCHASE SALE AND / OR 
LEASES. If the information is not provided, the agreed 
service can not be made.

To which recipients will your data be communicated?



The realization of these treatments may involve the connection of your data with 
treatments performed by third parties. We inform you below of the forecasts 
regarding the transfer of your data.
Data processing Forecast of assignments International transfers

RENTS AND 
SALES

The data will be 
communicated to: PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION WITH 
COMPETENCE IN THE 
MATTER BANKING OR 
FINANCIAL ENTITIES

Data will not be 
transferred outside the 
EU.

What are your rights when you provide us with your data?
Anyone has the right to obtain confirmation about whether TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA is processing personal data concerning him, or not.

Interested persons have the right to access their personal data, as well as to 
request the correction of inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its 
deletion when, among other reasons, the data is no longer necessary for the 
purposes for which they were collected.

In certain circumstances, the interested parties may request the limitation of the 
processing of their data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise or 
defense of claims.

In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their particular situation, the 
interested parties may object to the processing of their data. TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA will stop processing the data, except for legitimate and 
compelling reasons, or the exercise or defense of possible claims.

Also, in certain circumstances and when technically possible, the interested 
parties have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly to another 
responsible person at their request.

To exercise these rights, contact us by writing to:

➢ TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA, CALLE PIZARRO 40 under 1 35660 
CORRALEJO PALMAS, LAS, or by e-mail to info@innovahomefue.com 
accompanied by a copy of your ID.

Similarly, you can contact the Spanish Agency for Data Protection, to make a 
claim, especially when you have not obtained satisfaction in the exercise of their 
rights.

mailto:info@innovahomefue.com
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION- WEB FORM
Who is responsible for the processing of your data?
Identity: TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA - 72682170P

Postal Address: CALLE PIZARRO 40 bajo 1, 35660 CORRALEJO 
PALMAS, LAS

Phone: 699864453
Email: info@innovahomefue.com

For what purpose do we treat your personal data?
At TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA we treat the information provided by our 
groups of interest for the following treatments:
Data processing Purpose of the treatment Data conservation term

WEB FORM

➢ CUSTOMER, 
ACCOUNTING, FISCAL 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT

No automated decisions will 
be made based on that 
profile.

The personal data 
processed will be kept in 
any case as long as they 
are necessary for the 
purpose of the treatment, 
and will be deleted at the 
request of the interested 
party, or once the 
treatment is finished 
without prejudice to its 
preservation by the 
established deadlines 
Applicable regulation to 
meet possible 
responsibilities.

What is the legitimacy for the treatment of them?
The legal bases for the treatment of personal data in TORRENS VALERO, 
SILVIA are the following:
Data processing Legitimation treatment



WEB FORM
Consent of the interested party who may withdraw at any 
time without affecting the legality of the treatment based 
on the consent prior to its withdrawal.

To which recipients will your data be communicated?
The realization of these treatments may involve the connection of your data with 
treatments performed by third parties. We inform you below of the forecasts 
regarding the transfer of your data.

Data processing Forecast of assignments International transfers

WEB FORM
Your data will not be 
communicated to third parties, 
except legal obligation.

Data will not be 
transferred outside the 
EU.

What are your rights when you provide us with your data?



Cookies policy
The INNOVA HOME website uses cookies (small information files that the 
server sends to the computer of the person accessing the page) for the 
correct functioning and visualization of the Web sites by the user, as well as 
the collection of statistics. Specifically, the following Cookies are used: 

- Personalization cookies: These are those that allow the user to access the 
service with some predefined general characteristics based on a series of 
criteria in the user's terminal, such as the language, the type of browser 

Anyone has the right to obtain confirmation about whether TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA is processing personal data concerning him, or not.

Interested persons have the right to access their personal data, as well as to 
request the correction of inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its 
deletion when, among other reasons, the data is no longer necessary for the 
purposes for which they were collected.

In certain circumstances, the interested parties may request the limitation of the 
processing of their data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise or 
defense of claims.

In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their particular situation, the 
interested parties may object to the processing of their data. TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA will stop processing the data, except for legitimate and 
compelling reasons, or the exercise or defense of possible claims.

Also, in certain circumstances and when technically possible, the interested 
parties have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly to another 
responsible person at their request.

To exercise these rights, contact us by writing to:

➢ TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA, CALLE PIZARRO 40 under 1 35660 
CORRALEJO PALMAS, LAS, or by e-mail to info@innovahomefue.com 
accompanied by a copy of your ID.

Similarly, you can contact the Spanish Agency for Data Protection, to make a 
claim, especially when you have not obtained satisfaction in the exercise of their 
rights.

mailto:info@innovahomefue.com


through which the user accesses the service, the regional configuration from 
where you access the service, etc. 

   

- Cookies of analysis: Are those that well treated by us or by third parties, 
allow us to quantify the number of users and thus perform the measurement 
and statistical analysis of the use that 

do the users of the service offered. To do this, we analyze your browsing on 
our website in order to improve the offer of products or services we offer 
you. 

- Technical cookies: Are those that allow the user to navigate through a web 
page, platform or application and the use of different options or services 
that exist in it, for example, control traffic and data communication, identify 
the session, access restricted access parts, remember the elements that 
make up an order, perform the purchase process of an order, make the 
application for registration or participation in an event, use security 
elements during navigation, store content for the broadcast videos or sound 
or share content through social networks. Without these cookies, the 
website can not function properly. As for example: PHPSESSID, XSRF-
TOKEN, hs, incap_ses for the open session, or userType for 3 months, or 
svSession for 5 years. 

- Advertising cookies: These are those that, whether processed by us or by 
third parties, allow us to manage in the most efficient way possible the offer 
of the advertising spaces on the website, adapting the content of the 
advertisement to the content of the requested service or to the use you 
make of our website. For this we can analyze your browsing habits on the 
Internet and we can show you advertisements related to your browsing 
profile. Like Google's 66-month cookie__ar_v4 or 2-year vsid_incap. 

-Cookies of the WIX editor: They allow to offer certain functions of Wix, 
using cookies of the 4 types defined above. For example, among other things, 
we use cookies to track your preferences, provide support and debugging 
services, understand the duration of the user's session, authenticated 
sessions for our response system, store the country from which users use 
the place 



Web. Wix also uses cookies to improve the content and services offered to 
its users, as well as to estimate and report the size and total traffic of our 
audience. By default, we use a persistent cookie that stores your login ID 
and password to make it easier for you to log in when you return to Wix. 
Please note that by eliminating our cookies or disabling future cookies, you 
may not be able to access certain areas or functions of our website. http://
es.wix.com/about/privacy 

On our site you can find the following WIX cookies: _wixAB3 for 6 months, 
_wixCIDX and _wixUIDX for 3 months, _wix_browser_ and wixClient for 
session, wixSession for 15 days and wixLanguage for 5 years. - Third party 
cookies: Those that are sent to the user's terminal equipment from a 
computer or domain that is not managed by the publisher, but by another 
entity that treats the data obtained through cookies. Among these we would 
have: 

- Jetpack by WordPress.com: it uses a "cookie" called _qca, of 18 months of 
duration that allows the analytics service Quantcast to collect information 
about its activity with this site. Quantcast also installs, for the same 
purpose, the cookie called mc. The information includes IP, search terms 
used by the user as well as the origin of their browsing and is used to collect 
information anonymously and to inform the search tendencies of the website 
without the need to identify individual visitors. https://www.quantcast.com/
company? jump = legal & wilt = privacy 

-Google Analytics: You can use a set of cookies to collect information and 
report usage statistics on websites without personally identifying Google 
visitors. https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/
analyticsjs/cookie-usageOur website uses the following Google Analytics 
cookies: 

_ga: 2-year analysis cookie that allows users to be distinguished. 

_utma: Analysis cookie of 2 years duration that allows to distinguish the 
users and sessions. 

     

_utmb: 30-minute analysis cookie used to determine new sessions or visits. 



_utmc: Analysis cookie of duration until the end of session used next to 
_utmb to determine if the user was in a new session or visit. 

_utmz: Analysis cookie of 6 months duration that allows knowing the origin of 
how the user arrives to our website. 

INNOVA HOME shows information about its Cookie Policy with each session 
in order for you to be aware. Given this information it is possible to carry out 
the following actions: 

� Accept cookies. This warning will not be displayed again when accessing 
any portal page during this session. 

� Modify the configuration. You can get more information about what 
cookies are, know the INCIBE cookie policy and modify your browser 
settings to restrict or block INCIBE cookies at any time. In the case of 
restricting or blocking cookies, the functionalities of the website may be 
reduced. 

� Continue navigating or moving around the scroll bar: in which case we 
consider that you accept its use. 

You can restrict, block or delete INNOVA HOME cookies or any other web 
page, using your browser. In each browser the operation is different, the 
"Help" function will show you how to do it. 

� Internet Explorer: windows.microsoft.com/es-xl/internet-explorer/
delete-manage- cookies # ie = "ie-10" 

� FireFox: support.mozilla.org/en/kb/Delete%20cookies 

• � Chrome: support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl="es "

• � Safari: www.apple.com/privacy/use-of-cookies/

•     

• In addition, you can also manage the cookie store in your browser through tools 
such as the following:

• � Ghostery: www.ghostery.com/

• � Your online choices: www.youronlinechoices.com/en/

 

http://support.mozilla.org/en/kb/Delete%20cookies


Applicable law and jurisdiction

The applicable law in case of dispute or conflict of interpretation of the 
terms that make up this Legal Notice, as well as any question related to the 
services of this Portal, will be Spanish law.

For the resolution of any conflict that may arise during the visit to the 
Portal or the use of the services that may be offered, INNOVA HOME and 
the User agree to submit to the Courts and Tribunals of TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA.

I. PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION POLICY

TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA (the "Company") is an Organization in 
which data processing activities of a personal nature occur, which gives it 
an important responsibility in the design and organization of procedures so 
that they are aligned with legal compliance in this matter.

In the exercise of these responsibilities and in order to establish the general 
principles that should govern the processing of personal data in the 
Company, approves this Policy of protection of personal data, which 
notifies its employees and makes available of all its interest groups.

1. Purpose

The Policy of protection of personal data is a measure of proactive 
responsibility that has the purpose of ensuring compliance with the 
applicable legislation in this matter and relation to it, respect for the right 
to honor and privacy in the treatment of data of a personal nature of all the 
people who are related to The Company.

In accordance with the provisions of this Personal Data Protection Policy, 
the Principles that govern the data processing in the organization and, 
consequently, the procedures, and the organizational and security measures 
that the personas afectadas por esta Política se comprometen a 
implementar en su ámbito de responsabilidad. 

Con este fin, la Dirección asignará las responsabilidades al personal que 
participa en las operaciones de tratamiento de datos. 

• 2. Scope of application



• This Policy of protection of personal data will apply to the Company, 
its administrators, managers and employees, as well as to all persons 
who are related to it, with the express inclusion of service providers 
with access to data (" Managers of the treatment ")

• 3. Principles of the processing of personal data

• As a general principle, The Company will scrupulously comply with 
the legislation on the protection of personal data and must be able to 
demonstrate it (Principle of "proactive liability"), paying special 
attention to those treatments that may pose a greater risk to the rights 
of those affected (Principle of "risk approach").

• In relation to the above TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA will ensure 
compliance with the following Principles:

• - Legality, loyalty, transparency and limitation of the purpose. The 
data processing should always be informed to the affected party, 
through clauses and other procedures; and it will only be considered 
legitimate if there is consent to the processing of data (with special 
attention to the one provided by minors), or has another valid 
legitimacy and the purpose thereof is in accordance with the 
Regulations.

• - Minimization of data. The data processed must be adequate, 
relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes 
of the treatment.

• - Accuracy. The data must be accurate and, if necessary, updated. In 
this regard, the necessary measures will be taken so that personal 
data that are inaccurate with respect to the purposes of the processing 
are deleted or rectified without delay.

• - Limitation of the conservation period. The data will be maintained 
in such a way as to allow the identification of the interested parties 
for no longer than necessary for the purposes of the treatment.

• - Integrity and Confidentiality. The data will be treated in such a way 
as to guarantee an adequate security of the personal data, including 
the protection against the unauthorized or illicit treatment and against 



its loss, destruction or accidental damage, through the application of 
the appropriate technical or organizational measures.

• - Data transfers. It is forbidden to purchase or obtain personal data 
from illegitimate sources or in those cases in which said data has 
been collected or transferred in contravention of the law or its 
legitimate origin is not sufficiently guaranteed.

• - Hiring of suppliers with access to data. Only suppliers that offer 
sufficient guarantees to apply appropriate technical and security 
measures in data processing will be selected for hiring. With these 
third parties will be documented due agreement in this regard.

• - International data transfers. Any processing of personal data subject 
to European Union regulations that involve a transfer of data outside 
the European Economic Area must be carried out in strict compliance 
with the requirements established in the applicable law.

• - Rights of those affected. The Company will provide those affected 
with the exercise of the rights of access, rectification, deletion, 
limitation of treatment, opposition and portability, establishing for 
this purpose the internal procedures, and in particular the models for 
their exercise that are necessary and timely, which must meet, at 
least, the legal requirements applicable in each case. The Company 
will promote that the principles contained in this Policy of protection 
of personal data are taken into account (i) in the design and 
implementation of all work procedures, (ii) in the products and 
services offered (iii) in all the contracts and obligations that they 
formalize or assume and (iv) in the implementation of any systems 
and platforms that allow the access of employees or third parties 
and / or the collection or processing of personal data.

• 4. Commitment of workers                                          
Workers are informed of this Policy and are aware that personal 
information is an asset of the Company, and in this respect they 
adhere to it, committing to the following:

• - Carry out awareness training on Data Protection that the Company 
puts at its



• provision.

• - Apply security measures at user level that apply to your job, 
without prejudice to the design and implementation responsibilities 
that could be attributed to you based on your role within TORRENS 
VALERO, SILVIA.

• - Use the established formats for the exercise of Rights by those 
affected and inform the Company immediately so that the response 
can be made effective.

• - Inform the Company, as soon as it becomes aware, of deviations 
from the provisions of this Policy, in particular "Personal data 
security breaches", using the format established for this purpose. 5. 
Control and evaluation An annual verification, evaluation and 
evaluation will be carried out, or whenever there are significant 
changes in the data processing, the effectiveness of the technical and 
organizational measures to guarantee the safety of the treatment. 
TORRENS VALERO, SILVIA


